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Voluntary Siting

• overcome host 
community opposition

• emphasis on benefits 
(e.g., economic, social)

• consent through 
referendum/plebiscite

• excellent recent “success”
(i.e., sites found and built)

Sources: various internet media – not specific to case study
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Swan Hills Hazardous Waste Treatment 
Center “Success”

“The Swan Hills integrated 
hazardous waste facility, 
located in north central 
Alberta, stands as a hallmark 
of siting success. The process 
began in 1981 and concluded 
in 1984. The approach used 
was clearly successful
considering what was 
achieved and at what cost. 
Where other hazardous waste 
programs have floundered, the 
Province of Alberta sited a 
facility in three years at a 
relatively low cost of $Can.5 
million”. Kuhn and Ballard 
(1998, 537 emphasis added)
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Literature Critical of Voluntary Siting

“…lack of systematic 
analysis of voluntary siting 
outcomes and empirical 
evidence that voluntary 
siting outcomes have 
been more successful 
than other approaches”
(Puschak and Rocha 
1998, 27)
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Principles and Practices for Sound Siting
Justice, Equity and Informed Consent

Principle: Fairness (taking advantage?)
• justice (historical) vs equity (current distribution)
• individualist/market vs egalitarian worldview
Principle: Distributive equity
• especially, distribution of compensation
Practice: Informed Consent
• who votes?
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Impacts of Siting

• concern – about facility 
safety, health…(risk)

• stigma vs pride

Source: http://www.wcb.ab.ca/
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Questions

• What is the perception of voluntarily sited 
facilities once operational?

• How does this vary spatially - by community?
• How well do voluntary processes address 

principles of sound facility siting?
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Project Methodology
Phase 1
• face-to-face interviews in Swan Hills (N = 38)

Phase 2
• face-to-face interviews in Kinuso, Fort Assiniboine, 

and Barrhead (N = 55)

Phase 3
• telephone survey in Swan Hills (n = 171), Kinuso 

(n = 111), and Fort Assiniboine (n = 171) 
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Case Communities

• 3 closest to the facility: 70km, 70km, 15km
• Kinuso

– First Nations
– tourism, agriculture, country foods
– oldest age profile (people “retire” here)

• Swan Hills
– oil and gas, forestry, hazardous waste
– youngest age profile (few retire here)

• Fort Assiniboine
– agriculture, forestry, oil and gas
– older age profile
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Selective Site History of the Alberta Special Waste Treatment
Facility (ASWTF) @ Swan Hills

Date Event

1981 • Alberta Environment -voluntary siting process for ASWTF

1982 • plebiscites: Swan Hills 381/484 (79%); Ryley 219/283 (77%)

1996 • ASWTF leaks PCBs, dioxins and furans - announcement delayed
three weeks - results in 6 provincial charges
• Alberta Health advisory - elevated  PCBs, furans, and dioxins in a
deer and a moose

1997 • Explosion in main incinerator - shut down
• Report commissioned by Lesser Slave Lake Indian Regional
Council concludes ASWTF has been contaminating local area for
years - used as basis for legal action against the site
• Alberta Health blood tests show ‘normal’ levels of PCBs, dioxins,
and furans but levels in some small mammals are above guidelines

1998 • Restart of main incinerator
• Alberta Health tests -reduced levels of PCBs, compared to 1996
• Bovar fined $625,000 (largest for Alberta)
• Health Canada study First Nations people - acceptable serum PCB
• P1:  round 1 interviews (Swan Hills)

1999 • fine translated into ‘creative sentencing’
• P1:  round 2 interviews (Swan Hills)

2001 • P2:  interviews (Kinuso, Ft. Assiniboine, Barrhead)

2002 • P3:  telephone survey (Swan Hills, Kinuso, Ft. Assiniboine)
Sources: McQuaid-Cook and Simpson (1987); various newspaper articles
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Median Household Income for 
Selected Alberta Communities 1981-2001
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Hypothetical vote for existing
hazardous waste facility “today”
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General Concern about the Hazardous Waste 
Facility by Town and Method
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Stigma Crowds Out Pride

• “Swan Hills does not get 
enough outside credit for 
hosting the facility.”
93% in Swan Hills “agree”

• “Outsiders are saying bad 
things about Swan Hills 
without the facts”
98% in Swan Hills “agree”

Source: Baxter and Lee 2004
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Pride

“The media, I have no respect for them.  They come up 
here with full intentions of taking a perfectly good thing
and then they turn around and turn it into something 
ugly, and I have no respect for them whatsoever.  They 
don't get their facts right, they're all wrong.  They don't 
even get their names right.  So I have no faith in them 
and they're the ones feeding the public the wrong 
information and if they're going to do it properly, sure 
you've got your negative side, but don't forget about the 
positive side, you know.  You never, ever see them write 
about the positive side.” (Dagmar, Swan Hills, does not 
work at SHTC, emphasis added)
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Conclusions

• Voluntary siting partially successful
• Community variation
• Perceived unfairness lasting impressions 
• Social benefits remain in background
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Implications

• Conflicting visions: consider multiple and 
potentially conflicting aspects of justice and 
equity

• Scale: explore other scales and perhaps 
mechanisms for compensation (material benefits 
sharing) and informed consent – regional?

• Communication: reduce concern (neighbors) + 
highlight broader social benefits (“host”)
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• Fort Assiniboine, Kinuso, Swan Hills residents who 
shared their views

•
• University of Calgary Research Fund
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Distributive Equity and Impact:
Spatial Distribution of Concern


